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This book is a collection of papers presented at a symposium on "Materials Lifetime Science and Engineering" sponsored by the Mechanical Behavior of Materials Committee of The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society (TMS) and ASM International. The symposium took place at the 2003 TMS Annual Meeting, San Diego, California, March 2 – March 6. The objective of the symposium was to provide fundamental understanding and theoretical modeling of materials lifetime science and engineering of metals and alloys including advanced materials. Advanced materials include biomaterials, bulk metallic glasses, intermetallics, composites, superalloys, etc.

The most complex and often most damaging processes that control the lifetimes of structural materials are those that involve synergistic interactions between environmental and mechanical effects. Mechanistic understanding and modeling are needed to further develop materials lifetime science and engineering, and formulate predictive methodologies. Emphases are placed on mechanical/environmental interactions, damage evolution, and final failure. Some of the areas explored are as follows:

1. Lifetime Studies of Conventional Materials in Aqueous Environments
2. Lifetime Studies of Advanced Materials in Aqueous Environments
3. Lifetime Studies of Advanced Materials in High-Temperature Gaseous Environments
4. Lifetime Studies of Oxide Scales in High-Temperature Gaseous Environments.

The symposium attracted scientists and engineers from universities, industries, and government agencies worldwide. We were very much encouraged by the turnout of the participants with strong interest in the research and application of materials lifetime science and engineering. The symposium was highlighted by thoughtful discussions and technical interchanges among the participants.

We would like to thank all of the participants for the success of the symposium, and the authors for their excellent contributions to the book. We are confident that this book will provide invaluable reference information for the research on "Materials Lifetime Science and Engineering."

It is our belief that it is only through vigorous research on and understanding of "Materials Lifetime Science and Engineering," the engineering applications of materials can then become a common practice.

The symposium organizers were Peter K. Liaw and Raymond A. Buchanan of the University of Tennessee, Dwaine L. Klarstrom of Haynes International, Inc., Robert P. Wei and D. Gary Harlow of Lehigh University, and Peter F. Tortorelli of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The organizers would like to thank the National Science Foundation for the financial support of the Integrative Graduate Education and Research Training (IGERT) Program on “Materials Lifetime Science and Engineering (DGE-9987548)” with Drs. W. Jennings and L. Goldberg as program monitors.
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